Introduction {#s1}
============

Between 1982 and 2002, 350 outbreaks of *Escherichia coli* O157:H7 were reported in the United States; 52% and 9% were caused by foodborne or waterborne sources, respectively [@pone.0065716-Rangel1]. In addition to *E. coli* O157:H7, non-O157 Shiga toxin-producing *E. coli* (STEC) result in an average of 4,000 illnesses per year in the United States. However, even though non-O157 STEC disease has been reportable since 2000, the actual incidence of illness due to non-O157 STEC is unclear. Non-O157 STEC cases account for a substantial portion of all STEC infections [@pone.0065716-Jelacic1], [@pone.0065716-Manning1], [@pone.0065716-Anonymous1], [@pone.0065716-Hedican1] with O-antigen types O26, O45, O103, O111, O145, and O121 responsible for most clinical cases of non-O157 STEC [@pone.0065716-Beutin1], [@pone.0065716-Brooks1]. However, many laboratories do not routinely isolate non-O157 STEC, primarily because of the lack of media and or immunochemical reagents for selecting, concentrating and identifying the non-O157 STEC O-types considered the most relevant clinically. Unlike most *E. coli* O157:H7 strains, non-O157 STEC contain glucuronidase and ferment sorbitol, factors exploited for detection of O157:H7 on indicator agar media. Since non-O157 STEC cannot be distinguished easily from other *E. coli* on these media, detection depends primarily on the ability to detect production of Shiga toxin (Stx) [@pone.0065716-Willford1] or *stx* genes [@pone.0065716-Grys1], [@pone.0065716-Zheng1].

Fresh leafy greens have been associated with multiple STEC infections [@pone.0065716-Allerberger1]. Consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables is growing in the U.S. and this trend appears to correlate with an increase in produce-associated outbreaks. Contamination of produce could occur pre-harvest by application of raw (or poorly composted) manure, contaminated water (irrigation or flooding) [@pone.0065716-Ingham1], [@pone.0065716-Islam1], [@pone.0065716-Johannessen1], [@pone.0065716-Solomon1], or deposition of feces by livestock or wild animals. The presence of STEC anywhere in, or even near, a raw produce production environment must be considered a potential risk factor for human illness, both sporadic- and outbreak-related. Indeed, recent outbreaks involving O145 and O104:H4 STEC resulted in more than 50 (romaine lettuce, April -- May 2010) and \>4000 (Fenugreek sprouts, May -- June 2011) reported illnesses, respectively, in addition to a significant incidence of hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) [@pone.0065716-AnonymousFDA1], [@pone.0065716-Frank1]. The outcomes of the *E. coli* O104:H4 outbreak have raised questions about the emergence of new types of non-O157 STEC (enterohemorrhagic and enteroaggregative hybrid) with equal or greater virulence compared to O157:H7 strains, unusual clinical findings in some patients (e.g. neurological effects), and the mechanisms of pathogenesis in the absence of some of the recognized virulence factors (e.g. intimin, Tir, enterohemolysin) [@pone.0065716-Frank1], [@pone.0065716-Bielaszewska1].

An important objective of our multi-year survey of a major produce production region was to identify possible sources of STEC, especially O157, with the intent of tracking transport relevant to produce contamination. Therefore, we developed an isolation method designed to recover as many different STEC as possible from a variety of types of agricultural samples. Multiple suspect STEC colonies were recovered from each sample based on either colony color or morphology. Since some STEC strains will not grow, or not well, on selective chromogenic media, modified sheeps blood agar (mSBA) was incorporated at the latter period of our survey for isolating these STEC. Thus, our method for robust isolation of O157 and non-O157 STEC evolved during a large survey of a leafy greens production environment to a final method involving non-selective enrichment, separation of both O157 and non-O157 STEC on anti-O157 immunomagnetic beads (IMS), plating beads on two types media made for O157 isolation and on a non-selective medium, and finally, direct culture of PCR *stx*-positive enrichment broths on a third medium made for O157 isolation. Characterization of multiple STEC colonies from each of the large number of samples confirmed the value of using multiple selective and non-selective approaches for isolation of STEC.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Ethics Statement {#s2a}
----------------

To recruit participants in the study, we requested voluntary permission from growers and livestock operations to allow us to confidentially collect samples (lettuce/spinach, soil, water, sediment, animal feces) for the duration of the study. Participants were enrolled from private produce farms and ranches in Monterey, San Benito, San Luis Obispo Counties in the central California coast. For wildlife sample collection on private land, permission was obtained from owners enrolled in the study for USDA Wildlife Services (WS) or California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) personnel to enter the property and hunt/trap permitted species. Field crew notified and confirmed sampling dates with owners at least 24 hours before visiting the farm. Biosecurity to prevent cross-contamination between properties was ensured by field crew standard operating protocols for disinfection of all vehicles, equipment, and clothing/boots between visits. Field crew blinded private property identifying data (e.g., owner name, farm name, address, etc.) from the laboratory by using an 8-digit alpha-numeric code assigned to each location.

Wildlife sampling at all locations was approved under a set of California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) Scientific Collection Permits issued to USDA Wildlife Services and CDFG personnel contracted to collect the samples and ship to USDA in Albany, California. Additionally, a federal permit with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services was obtained for sampling of geese, crows, and blackbirds. State and federal permits allowed hunting or trapping followed by humane lethal (sodium pentobarbital, shooting, and carbon dioxide) or non-lethal (capture-release) restraint methods appropriate for the targeted species. No endangered or listed species were included in the study. Because the wildlife sampling was conducted through a contract with state and federal wildlife agencies using their standard protocols, an Institutional Animal Care and Use Protocol was not submitted.

In addition to the enrolled farms and ranches, a subset of wildlife \"convenience\" samples were collected by USDA Wildlife Services personnel under state cooperator permits. These samples were collected during routine depredation work on private land in Monterey and San Benito Counties.

Collection of Samples {#s2b}
---------------------

As part of a survey of a major leafy greens production region in California, 13,668 samples of soil, livestock and wildlife feces, produce (predominantly leafy greens), water and watershed sediment were collected from 4/28/2008 until 10/26/2010. Samples were obtained using either clean latex exam gloves or single-use sterile spatulas. Soil samples were collected down to 5 cm from the soil surface. Plant samples were collected either as a single head of mature lettuce, or as a composite sample of multiple heads of younger plants. Heads were broken off at the stem, avoiding soil and discarding decayed leaves. Water samples were mostly collected from watersheds at public locations, but also from holding ponds, watering troughs, irrigation sources. An approximate 250 mL sample was collected in a sterile bottle using a telescoping pole at watershed sites to access, when possible, flowing water. However, many of the watershed sites with public access were sampled using Moore swabs anchored in flowing water for usually three days, as described previously [@pone.0065716-Barrett1]. The majority of the cow fecal samples were obtained by collecting the top portion of a fresh fecal pat, taking care to avoid pasture dirt underneath the feces. Additional cow fecal samples were collected by rectal grab. Approximately 30--35 fecal samples were obtained per sampling date on cattle ranches. Feces, plus part of the colon, were collected routinely from large wild mammals (feral pigs, coyotes, rabbits, opossum, raccoon) or crows by necropsy after hunting or trapping the animals in the field. Live small birds and mammals were trapped and sampled by obtaining a swab of the cloacal/anal area and then released. Swabs were stored in Cary Blair transport media (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and shipped for overnight delivery. Wildlife feces were collected from the ground, occasionally, when it was the only available source. All samples were stored and transported on ice in marked Whirl-Pak bags (Nasco, Modesto, CA). Samples were processed routinely within 24--48 hours after collection. A small number of fecal samples had a processing delay of 3--4 days after collection.

All samples in this study were processed for generic *E. coli* and for *E. coli* O157 by the same methods (described below) throughout the 2.5 year survey. However, to increase the robustness of our method for isolating non-O157 STEC, we modified our initial method twice during the study. This resulted in three sets of samples, collected over three sequential periods, cultured separately by three different methods ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our initial method for isolating non-O157 STEC (designated M1,4/28/08 to 10/15/08) involved PCR of the TSB enrichment broth to detect *stx* genes, plating samples on Chromagar O157 that reached a threshold Ct value, and isolating suspect STEC colonies. The second isolation method (M2, 7/19/08 to 1/13/10) continued theM1method and added the step of selecting suspect STEC colonies from the same Rainbow Agar plate where suspect O157 STEC were isolated. Finally, the third isolation method (M3, 1/8/10 to 10/26/10) continued the M2 method and added the step of selecting colonies from a modified sheep's blood agar medium (mSBA).

![Flow chart for STEC isolation (O157 and non-O157) and examples of typical colony morphologies.\
The final isolation protocol (M3) incorporates the M1 and M2 methods and starts with enrichment in TSB and plating anti-O157 magnetic beads on three different media ("IMS"; media A, B, C) and direct plating of *stx*-positive enrichment broths on C-O157 ("PCR"; medium D). O157 suspect colonies appear as pale and steel blue colonies on SMAC and NT-RA, respectively. Suspect STEC colonies from any media are subcultured on LB and confirmed as either O157 or non-O157 STEC by PCR. Anti-O157 magnetic beads bind other bacteria present in enrichment broths of environmental samples, but, fortuitously, also many non-O157 STEC. Typical non-O157 STEC colonies are shown from enrichments growing on C-O157 (Indicator Media, panel D, blue colonies), NT-RA agar (panel B, pink colonies). Non-O157 STEC colonies expressing beta-galactosidase and hemolysin are indicated by blue colonies with a clearing zone of hemolysis on mSBA (panel C). The parts of the final method for isolating O157 and non-O157 STEC are shown by an orange box (O157), blue box (M1), green box (M2) and red box (M3).](pone.0065716.g001){#pone-0065716-g001}

Measurement of Generic *E. coli* in Feces and Soil {#s2c}
--------------------------------------------------

The methods for quantifying generic *E. coli* were the same throughout the study and are separate from M1, M2 and M3 for STEC described in detail below. Ten g of feces, or one anal/cloacal swab, were added to 90 mL or 50 mL of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB; Becton Dickinson, Sparks, MD), respectively, and agitated in a Pulsifier (Microgen Bioproducts, Surrey, UK) at maximum speed for 15 sec. Ten g of a soil sample were added to 90 mL of TSB and vigorously agitated by hand. One mL was removed from each sample for generic *E. coli* enumeration and the remainder used for sample enrichment as described below. One mL of 10-fold serial dilutions were plated on *E. coli*/Coliform Petrifilm (3 M Corp., St. Paul, MN) and incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Generic *E. coli* colonies were recorded as the number of blue colonies with and without gas bubbles.

Measurement of Generic *E. coli* in Water Samples and Moore swab and Plant Rinsates {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Moore swabs from water were agitated vigorously in 350 mL of sterile water. Plant samples were tested initially by addition of 100 mL of sterile water to a 25 g plant sample. Subsequently, we changed the method by adding 350 mL sterile water to a 250 g sample. The samples were agitated vigorously, and the rinsate was transferred into a clean WhirlPak bag. One hundred mL of Moore swab or plant rinsates, or 100 mL of a batch water sample, were sealed in a QuantiTray 2000 tray containing Colilert reagent (IDEXX Laboratories, Westbrook, Maine) and trays were incubated at 37°C for 24 hr. The remainder of the rinsates was enriched in culture medium, as described below. The most probable number (MPN) of *E. coli* per 100 mL, per g of plant sample, or per swab were determined by counting the number of fluorescing wells and calculating according to manufacturer instructions.

Sample Enrichment by Culture in Non-selective TSB {#s2e}
-------------------------------------------------

A schematic of the final isolation method developed during the study is shown in [Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Soil, water sediment, feces or colon tissue samples were removed by hand using clean exam gloves or with a sterile spatula, and 10 g were added into a WhirlPak bag on a scale containing 90 mL TSB. A small percentage of the samples was enriched also in Rapid Check broth (Strategic Diagnostics Inc., Newark, DE) and lactose broth (Difco, Fisher Scientific) for comparison against TSB (see Results). One hundred mL of batch water samples were combined with 11 mL of 10x TSB sterilized by passage through a 0.45 µm filter. Moore swabs were processed for generic *E. coli* as described above, then 25 mL of 10x TSB was added to the bag containing the Moore swab and remaining rinsate (approximately 250 mL). Plant samples were processed initially by adding 25 g of sample to 250 mL TSB and then subjected to an enrichment step. Subsequently, the plant sample method was changed by adding 350 mL sterile water to a 250 g plant sample in a one gallon bag, agitating vigorously and decanting the rinsate into a WhirlPak bag. A 100 mL sample of plant or Moore swab rinsate was processed for enumeration of generic *E. coli* (see above) and a 1/10 volume of 10X TSB was added to the remaining rinsate prior to incubation. The bags were incubated for 2 hrs at 25°C with shaking at 200 RPM (Infors Multitron shaker with temperature program control, Bottmingen, Switzerland). The incubator was programmed to increase temperature to 42°C for 8 hrs with shaking, then decrease to 4°C and hold without shaking until the next morning when culture, isolation and *stx*-PCR procedures were initiated. One mL of the sample enrichment was stored in 15% glycerol frozen at −80°C for future use and a portion of the remaining sample was processed as described below.

Detection of *Stx* Genes by RT-PCR in Enrichment Broth Lysates {#s2f}
--------------------------------------------------------------

A one mL sample of cultured enrichment broth was centrifuged for 2 minutes at 10,000×G and the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of sterile water. A 100 µL sample was transferred to PCR tubes and heated in a PCR cycler (BioRad, Hercules, CA) to 80°C for 5 min and 100°C for 20 min, and the tubes were centrifuged for 10 min at 4000 RPM to remove cell debris. The supernatant was saved for analysis by real-time (RT) PCR.

Sensitive detection of *stx* genes in TSB sample enrichment broths is an important step in our non-O157 STEC isolation methods. Examination of the published sequences of *stx*1 and *stx*2 variants in GenBank revealed conserved regions for designing RT-PCR primers and probes. The available sequences for *stx*1 included the alleles *stx*1a, *stx*1c and *stx*1d, which were 96% homologous. This facilitated design of single primer/probe for amplifying all three types ([Table 1](#pone-0065716-t001){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the greater diversity of *stx*2 types compared to *stx*1 required additional primer/probe sets, including a specific set for *stx*2f. Two other primer/probes were designed from conserved regions to amplify either *stx*2 or *stx*2c (designated stx2abc) or the remaining *stx*2 types (designated stx2ex). Additionally, the four primer/probe sets (stx1, stx2abc, stx2ex, stx2f) were designed as a real-time stx quadraplex method to improve throughput.

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t001

###### Primers and probes.

![](pone.0065716.t001){#pone-0065716-t001-1}

  Name                                               Sequence[a](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}      Position[b](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------
  Stx1 forward                                                 CATCGCGAGTTGCCAGAAT                                   803
  Stx1 reverse                                                 TCCCACGGACTCTTCCATCT                                  874
  Stx1 probe                                          Q670-ATCTGATGATTTCCTTCTATGTGTCCG-BHQ2                          825
  Stx2abc forward                                            GGACCACATCGGTGTCTGTTATT                                 167
  Stx2abc reverse                                            CCCTCGTATATCCACAGCAAAAT                                 234
  Stx2abc probe                                           CFO560-CCACACCCCACCGGCAGT-BHQ1                             192
  Stx2ex forward                                            GAAACTGCTCCTGTTTATACGATGAC                               616
  Stx2ex reverse                                               CCGGAAGCACATTGCTGAT                                   697
  Stx2ex probe                                          FAM-CCCCCAGTTCAGAGTGAGGTCCACG-BHQ1                           675
  Stx2f forward                                                CGCTGTCTGAGGCATCTCC                                   608
  Stx2f reverse                                             TCCTCTGTACTCTGGAAGAACATTAC                               708
  Stx2f probe                                     CFR610-TTATACAATGACGGCTCAGGATGTTGACCTTACC-BHQ2                     630
  ompA forward[c](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}    CAGTGATGCGAATCTATGCCA**AGATAACACCTGGTACACTGG**                      72
  ompA reverse[c](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}    TGCCAATCGCATGCTTTGCCTA**TGTGTGCGTCACCGATGTTG**                     517
  seq ompAf                                                   CAGTGATGCGAATCTATGCCA                                   NA
  seq ompAr                                                   TGCCAATCGCATGCTTTGCCTA                                  NA

Fluorescent probe labels are Q670, Quasar 670; CFO560, CAL Fluor Orange 560; FAM, Carboxyfluorescein and CFR610, CAL Fluor Red 610. Quenchers are BHQ, Black Hole Quencher 1 and 2 (Biosearch, Novato, CA).

Position is relative to the coding region of *stx*1, *stx*2A or *omp*A from EDL933.

*omp*A forward and reverse sequences in **BOLD** are homologous to *omp*A.

A 5 µL sample of the supernatant of the enrichment broth lysate was analyzed for the presence of *stx* by adding 0.3 µM of each primer, 0.2 µM of each probe ([Table 1](#pone-0065716-t001){ref-type="table"}) and 10 µL Environmental Master Mix (EMM, Life Tech./Applied Biosciences, Foster City, CA), followed by incubation in a MX3000P RT-PCR machine (Stratagene/Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) at 95°C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 95°C for 20 sec, and 60°C for 45 sec. The Cycle threshold (Ct) value was determined for each primer/probe set.

Quadraplex PCR for Confirming *stx* in Suspect STEC Colonies {#s2g}
------------------------------------------------------------

Cells collected by sterile toothpick from individual suspect non-O157 STEC colonies from any of the four indicator plates were transferred on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plates (Fisher Scientific) by making a small patch on the agar mapped by a grid template. Cells remaining on the same toothpick were transferred to a PCR mixture and tested by the *stx*-quadruplex PCR method described above, but with 2.5 units AmpliTAQ gold, 1x supplied PCR buffer, 3 mM MgCl~2~, 200 µM dNTP, 300 nM each primer, 200 nM each probe final concentration in a 20 µL reaction volume. Colony lysates resulting in Ct values \<20 were considered positive for *stx* genes; *stx*-positive colonies were single-colony purified, then retested by the *stx*-quadruplex PCR method. Colonies remaining positive were grown aerobically in LB broth for 24 hr, and 700 µL of the culture were removed and frozen in glycerol until further use. Also, cells in 100 µL of the culture were pelleted by centrifugation at 2000×g for 5 min, pellets were resuspended in 100 µL of HyPure™ molecular biology-grade water (HyClone Laboratories, Inc., Logan, UT) and incubated at 95°C for 20 min. Lysed cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 2000×g for 5 min and the supernatants were collected and frozen until further use.

Culture Media Used for Isolation Methods M1, M2, M3 {#s2h}
---------------------------------------------------

Four media were used during this study and are included in the final and current method in our laboratory for isolation of STEC (M3): ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, medium A) Sorbitol MacConkey agar (Difco Labs; Detroit, MI) containing cefixime (0.05 µg/mL; Invitrogen/Dynal) and tellurite (2.5 µg/mL; Invitrogen/Dynal) (CT-SMAC); ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, medium B) Rainbow Agar O157 (Biolog, Hayward, CA) containing novobiocin (20 µg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) and tellurite (0.8 µg/mL; Invitrogen/Dynal) (NT-RA); ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, medium C) mSBA; and ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, medium D) Chromagar O157 (C-O157) (DRG International, Mountainside, New Jersey). mSBA was prepared by adding 50 mL of washed, defibrinated sheep's blood (BioMerieux, Durham, NC) to 1 L of sterilized BBL Blood Agar Base (Becton Dickinson, Sparks, MD) cooled to 45°C, and supplemented with 10 mM CaCl~2,~ 0.5 mg/L mitomycin C (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and 50 mg/L X-Gal (Teknova, Hollister, CA), as described previously [@pone.0065716-Bosilevac1].

Culture and Isolation of O157 STEC {#s2i}
----------------------------------

*E. coli* O157:H7, and, fortuitously, non-O157 *E. coli* cells (see M2 and M3 details below), were captured immunochemically from 1 mL of each sample enrichment broth ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, "IMS") by IMS with 20 µL of magnetic beads conjugated with anti-O157 antibody (Invitrogen/Dynal, Carlsbad, CA). For those enrichments where the amount of suspended material was high (for example, fecal samples), the sediment was removed by filtration (coffee filter) prior to IMS. The IMS was automated using the Dynal BeadRetriever (Invitrogen/Dynal, Carlsbad, CA) and the EPEC/VTEC protocol established by the manufacturer. IMS beads were resuspended and 50 µL were spread on two media: CT-SMAC and NT-RA. CT-SMAC and NT-RA plates with IMS beads were incubated at 37°C for 24 hours. Suspect O157:H7 colonies on CT-SMAC (colorless or light gray) and NT-RA (bluish gray) were selected by colony color and morphology ([Figures 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Suspect *E. coli* colonies were transferred by sterile toothpick into wells containing reagents for RT-PCR for the presence of the *rfb*E gene for O157 [@pone.0065716-Cooley1] or quadruplex RT-PCR for *stx* as described above.

![Colonies on C-O157 and NT-RA representative of colors and morphologies indicative of different STECs.\
Colony colors and morphologies of selected STEC are shown on C-O157 (A-H) and NT-RA (I-Q). Letter designations refer to [Table 5](#pone-0065716-t005){ref-type="table"}. It was noted that colony color changed occasionally depending on the density of colonies (see C, H, and I).](pone.0065716.g002){#pone-0065716-g002}

Methods for Culture and Isolation of Non-O157 STEC (M1, M2, M3) {#s2j}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We modified our initial method for isolation of non-O157 STEC (M1) twice during the study (M2, M3). However, it is important to note that each of the non-O157 methods included the O157 isolation method described above and run at the same time for every sample.

For M1 method, the enrichment samples were screened for *stx*1 and *stx*2 by RT-PCR (see above). Enrichment samples with Ct values below 27 for any of the 4 primer/probe sets were considered "positive," and a 1--5 µl sample was streaked for single colony isolation on C-O157; the plates were incubated at 37°C for 18--24 hr. Suspect *E. coli* colonies ([Figures 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}) were transferred by sterile toothpick onto LB agar plates and into wells containing reagents for quadruplex RT-PCR for *stx*, as described above. *stx*-positive isolates were saved for additional characterization (see below).

The M2 method was performed as an addendum to M1, in that suspect non-O157 STEC colonies were selected based on color and morphology also from the same NT-RA plate used for isolating O157 ([Figures 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}), as suggested by the Biolog product insert. Suspect STEC colonies were transferred to LB agar and for RT-PCR for *stx,* as described above. *stx*-positive isolates were saved for additional characterization (see below).

The M3 method is the final and current method for isolation of O157 and non-O157 STEC and was performed as an addendum to the M2 method ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"})**.** Briefly, 20 µL from the same anti-O157 magnetic beads sample used for the O157 isolation method were plated on mSBA. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 24 hr and putative STEC strains were identified by lysis surrounding the colony, indicative of one or more hemolysins.

O-typing isolates by ELISA with Antisera Specific for 11 non-O157 STEC O-antigens {#s2k}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rabbit antisera specific for O26, O45, O91, O103, O104, O111, O113, O118, O121, O145, and O146 were kindly provided by L. Cox, M. Erdman and B. Morningstar at USDA-APHIS National Veterinary Services Laboratory (Ames, IA); the anti-O104 antiserum was used only for analyzing a subset of isolates determined by PCR as O104-positive. An anti-O26 monoclonal antibody used for some assays was provided by J. Keen (U. Nebraska) [@pone.0065716-RiveraBetancourt1]. For O-typing *stx-pcr positive* isolates, colonies were harvested from LB agar, suspended in 10 mM PBS, pH 7.4 to an OD~620~ of 0.2--0.3 (∼10^8^ cells/ml) and incubated at 55°C water bath for 30 min. 70 µl was dispensed in each of 12-wells in a single microtiter plate row (Maxisorp, Nalge Nunc Inc, Naperville, IL). The plates were dried overnight at 50°C. The wells were rinsed twice with distilled de-ionized (DD) water and 300 µl of blocking solution (1% BSA, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 0.05% Tween 20, 30 mM sodium azide, pH 7.4) was added to each well and incubated for 1 hr, then rinsed with DD water. The antisera was diluted in 10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% BSA, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 7.4 (TBS-BSA) and 70 ul was added to each well in a single column on the plate, so that each isolate in the 12 well row was tested with all 12 antisera. The plate was incubated 1 hr (RT), and washed twice with Tris-buffered saline, 0.5% tween 20 followed by DD water. 70 uL of alkaline phosphatase-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (Zymed, South San Francisco, CA) diluted 1∶1000 in TBS-BSA was added to each well and incubated 1 hr at RT. The wells were washed as described above and 70 µl of a 1 mg/ml p-nitrophenylphosphate substrate (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) diluted in 1 M diethanolamine, pH 8.0 was added to each well. The OD~405~ was measured after 30 min in an automated plate reader. An OD~405~ ranging from 1.5 to \>3, depending upon the antisera, was designated as \"putative positive\" until confirmation by other methods. Selection from the same field sample was based on ELISA O-type pattern, *stx* type *(stx1-* and *stx2*-PCR), colony color on chromogenic media ([Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}), and hemolysis on mSBA. These criteria minimized selecting identical strains from the same sample.

Detection of O-antigen Type and Virulence Genes by PCR {#s2l}
------------------------------------------------------

A more complete characterization of thousands of STEC isolates identified during the study is ongoing. However, a subset of the strains (\>250) was tested for O-type and virulence factors by PCR. *wzx* and *wzy* genes in the O-antigen gene cluster of 9 serogroups (O26, O45, O91, O103, O111, O113, O121, O145, and O157) were detected using PCR primers published previously [@pone.0065716-Quinones1]. All isolates were also screened by PCR to identify virulence genes encoding intimin (*eae*), subtilase (*subA*), enterohemolysin (*ehxA*), STEC autoagglutinating adhesin (*saa*), extracellular serine protease (*espP*), catalase peroxidase (*katP*), *stx1* (detecting all *stx1* variants), *stx2* (detecting all *stx2* variants), and the non-locus enterocyte effacement effectors (*ent/espL2* and *nleA*), as described in a previous report [@pone.0065716-Quinones1].

MLVA for O157 and Non-O157 STEC {#s2m}
-------------------------------

O157 STEC strains were analyzed by an 11-loci method described previously [@pone.0065716-Cooley1], [@pone.0065716-Cooley2]. Non-O157 STEC strains were analyzed by the 7-loci method described by Lindstedt et. al. for *E. coli* [@pone.0065716-Lindstedt1]. Briefly, three multiplex reactions with fluorescently labeled primers were used with boiled preps from overnight cultures to amplify seven fragments containing tandem repeats. Amplified fragments were size-fractionated by an ABI 3130 sequencer (Applied Biosystems) and allele numbers were assigned according to published methods and with MLVA algorithms in Bionumerics software (Applied Maths).

ompA Sequencing {#s2n}
---------------

For *omp*A sequencing, primers were designed to conserved regions of the *omp*A gene, yielding approximately 501 bp, including 21 and 22 bp of additional sequence at the 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively, of both forward and reverse primers ([Table 1](#pone-0065716-t001){ref-type="table"}). These additional sequences act as annealing sites for separate sequencing primers. The amplified fragment includes three of the first four transmembrane domains [@pone.0065716-Smith1]. The *omp*A fragment was amplified from 1 µL of the same MLVA boiled preps and 2.5 unit AmpliTAQ gold, 1X PCR buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl~2~, 200 µM dNTP and 200 nM each primer in a 20 µL reaction. The reaction was run at 94° for 10 min, and 30 cycles of 94°C for 20 sec, 50°C for 30 sec and 72°C for 40 sec and a final extension reaction of 5 min at 72°C. Five µL of the above reaction was digested with 2 µL of ExoSAPIT (USB Corporation) at 37°C for 15 min and 80°C for 15 min. Big Dye Terminator reactions were run according to manufacturers protocol (ABI) using both forward or reverse primers. Unincorporated dye was removed by X-terminator (ABI) and the DNA fragments were resolved on an ABI 3730 sequencer. Sequences were aligned and trimmed using DNA Baser II software (Heracle Software).

Phylogenetic and Statistical Analysis {#s2o}
-------------------------------------

Minimal spanning trees were constructed from 11-loci MLVA data from O157 STEC strains or from 7-loci MLVA data and *omp*A sequence data using BioNumerics Version 6.0. The MLVA similarity matrix was constructed using the Manhattan Distance algorithm and the UPGMA method. An *omp*A similarity matrix was prepared from the ompA sequence data using the Standard Algorithm and the default cost table. The similarity matrix from the non-O157 MLVA data was adjusted with a Distance Factor equal to 2.98. The Distance Factor was selected by comparison of the ranges of similarity values in the MLVA and ompA matrices to balance the contribution from each data set in the subsequent composite matrix. A composite similarity matrix was made by averaging the MLVA and ompA matices and by weighting the MLVA data over the sequence data 7∶1. This weight adjusted for the fact that MLVA data is 7 loci compared to 1 OmpA locus. Minimal spanning trees were constructed from the composite similarity matrix with N-locus variants weighted at 10,000 and 10 for N = 1 and N = 2, respectively. The highest scoring trees were selected after permutation resampling 1000 times.

Comparisons between sample treatments or correlations of incidence values were analyzed by t test or Pearson Correlation using Sigma Stat version 3.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Most Probable Number (MPN) determination was used to predict the number of stressed cells in soil that had been contaminated with *E. coli* O157:H7 strain RM1484. The contamination level (as MPN) was determined by diluting the sample serially for five 2- fold dilutions (2.3 g to 92 mg), enriching 6 aliquots of each soil sample in TSB and processing them by O157-IMS as described in Methods. MPN was determined using the FDA/AOAC/BAM MPN Solver, Version 2002 [@pone.0065716-Garthright1]. Daily precipitation averages were computed from four weather sites in Monterey County from the California Weather Database (<http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/>) and designated as SALINAS, NSALINAS, GONZALAS, CASTROVL.

Results {#s3}
=======

Recovery of *E. coli* O157:H7 from NT-RA and CT-SMAC Media {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------

Our priority goal at the initiation of the survey was to enhance efficiency of recovery of both *E. coli* O157:H7 and non-O157 STEC. An important aspect of our approach was to use an enrichment medium lacking antibiotics to enhance growth of sensitive STEC. We reasoned that harsh sample environments (surface water, feces from multiple animals with different microbiota, soil, plants) warranted a mild enrichment step to initiate resuscitation and growth. TSB enrichments of bird and cattle feces, water, soil and plant samples, that were determined to be STEC-negative by PCR, were inoculated with different concentrations of *E. coli* O157:H7 strain RM1484 (apple juice outbreak strain) and analyzed for sensitivity of recovery by IMS and plating on NT-RA and CT-SMAC. Additionally, soil samples inoculated with strain RM1484 cells and stored at room temperature for 1 month were also analyzed for efficiency of recovery of stressed cells. Recovery of strain RM1484 was verified by *rfb*E PCR of multiple colonies of the appropriate phenotype selected from the indicator media.

O157 STEC strain RM1484 inoculated at 56--78 CFU in *stx*-negative environmental sample TSB enrichments was detectable in all samples, including strain RM1484 incubated in soil one month ([Table 2](#pone-0065716-t002){ref-type="table"}). However, the plant, water, soil and fecal swab samples were always positive at lower inoculum levels of 5--10 CFU per enrichment, whereas only 60--66% of the samples of feces were positive. We also tested the soil samples with strain RM1484 stored for 1 month in Rapid Check and Lactose enrichment broths for comparison to TSB. TSB and Rapid Check broth were similar at supporting growth of *E. coli* O157:H7 strain RM1484, but more effective than Lactose Broth, especially at low inoculum levels. Also, samples enriched for 20 hr in TSB and Rapid Check broth resulted in no significant improvement in recovery compared to the 8 hr enrichment ([Table 2](#pone-0065716-t002){ref-type="table"}). Because TSB provided effective enrichment and was of reasonable cost, it was used in all subsequent experiments and survey sample testing.

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t002

###### Sensitivity of three enrichment methods for recovery of *E. coli* O157 from environmental samples.

![](pone.0065716.t002){#pone-0065716-t002-2}

                                                                                                    Fraction of positive samples  
  --------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------
  Bird (mallard), cloacal swab              2+8 hr[a](#nt104){ref-type="table-fn"} in TSB                       6/6                 6/6
  Bird (mallard), feces                                     2+8 hr in TSB                                     **4/6**               6/6
  Cattle feces                                              2+8 hr in TSB                                    **12/20**             20/20
  Water                                                     2+8 hr in TSB                                      20/20               20/20
  Soil                                                      2+8 hr in TSB                                      16/16               16/16
  Plants (Romaine lettuce), 25 g                            2+8 hr in TSB                                      22/22               22/22
  Plants (Romaine lettuce), 250 g                           2+8 hr in TSB                                       6/6                 6/6
  Soil, stressed inoculum                                   2+8 hr in TSB                                      14/14               14/14
  Soil, stressed inoculum                   2+20 hr[c](#nt106){ref-type="table-fn"} in TSB                     14/14               14/14
  Soil, stressed inoculum                              2+8 hr in lactose broth                                  6/6                 6/6
  Soil, stressed inoculum              2+20 hr[c](#nt106){ref-type="table-fn"} in lactose broth               **5/6**               6/6
  Soil, stressed inoculum            2+20 hr[c](#nt106){ref-type="table-fn"} in Rapid Check broth             **5/6**               6/6

2 hr incubation at 25**°**C and [8 hr]{.ul} at 42**°**C with shaking.

Inoculum was *E. coli* O157 RM1484. Inoculum level was determined by serial plating on LB. \<100% of samples positive are shown in **boldface** type.

2 hr incubation at 25**°**C and [20 hr]{.ul} at 42**°**C with shaking.

Development of Quadraplex RT-PCR for *stx1* and *stx2* Subtype Genes {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

A preliminary test of the effectiveness of the *stx* multiplex PCR primer set ([Table 1](#pone-0065716-t001){ref-type="table"} and Methods) was by amplification of *stx1, stx1c, stx2, stx2b, stx2c, stx2d, stx2d, stx2e* and *stx2f* present in one or more of a set of 48 STEC isolates representing 14 different O-types and obtained from the *E. coli* Reference Center at Penn State University ([Table S1](#pone.0065716.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The multiplex PCR primer sets amplified all strains containing *stx1* or *stx2* correctly. Additionally, the multiplex reaction amplified *stx1* fragments from two isolates (O76 STEC strain RM6932 and O128 STEC RM6960) and *stx2* fragments from one strain (O147 STEC RM6970) lacking *stx* variant details ([Table S1](#pone.0065716.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Similarly, the multiplex reaction amplified *stx*1 and *stx*2 from strains that were shown by Vero cell assay to produce Stx (O118 strain RM6954, O121 strain RM6955, O147 strain RM6971 and O147 strain RM6972), but lacked detection of a known Stx variant. These results indicated also that the stx2abc and stx2ex primer/probe sets measured specificities that overlapped significantly. Nearly all isolates of different *stx*2 types yielded low Ct values (i.e. high sensitivity) with both primer/probe sets. The two exceptions were isolates positive for *st*x2e and *stx2f*, which are more divergent than the other *stx*2 types. These isolates were amplified only with the stx2ex and stx2f primer/probe sets, respectively. The four primer/probe sets were used to analyze all sample enrichments processed in this study.

Recovery of STEC by Non-selective Isolation on C-O157 Media {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Enrichments were screened for *stx* genes by multiplex RT-PCR and positive enrichments were plated on C-O157 ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, Panel D and [Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the rates of recovery of non-O157 STEC from C-O157 were inversely proportional to the Ct values of the amplifications for *stx*. At least one strain of non-O157 STEC was recovered from 34% of the sample enrichment broths with Ct values, for any of the four primer sets, \<27 and plated on C-O157; they were recovered from only 0.13% of the enrichments with Ct \>27 for all four primer sets and 0.02% of enrichments with No Ct values ([Figure 3](#pone-0065716-g003){ref-type="fig"}). For a few samples, we attempted to isolate STEC by screening \>100 suspect colonies from C-O157 plated with PCR Ct \>27 enrichment broths, but only identified from 0 to 2 STEC isolates (data not shown). These results supported using a threshold value for plating on C-O157 and the addition of other methods not dependent on PCR \[i.e. screening NT-RA (M2) and IMS with mSBA (M3)\].

![Recovery of non-O157 STEC strains from enrichment samples with different RT-PCR Ct values for *stx*.\
The fraction of samples positive for isolation of at least one non-O157 STEC strain based on threshold PCR Ct value (M1) is compared to the fraction positive with both the PCR and IMS methods (M2). A Ct \<27 was selected as the value required for routine plating of an enrichment broth on C-O157. However, all enrichment broths, regardless of Ct value for *stx*, were treated with O157-IMS and beads were plated on NT-RA(IMS method) for attempted recovery of non-O157 STEC strains (M2).](pone.0065716.g003){#pone-0065716-g003}

To evaluate the sensitivity of the multiplex RT-PCR for detecting *stx* in complex enrichments, microbiota in fecal, soil, plant or water samples were enriched, then inoculated with *E. coli* O157 strain RM1484 and analyzed by RT-PCR. The results indicated assay sensitivity of approximately 10^4^ CFU per reaction. Using a Ct value of 27 as our threshold for "positive" (i.e. Ct ≤27), the sensitivity of detection was approximately 3.5×10^6^ CFU of STEC per mL of enrichment ([Table 3](#pone-0065716-t003){ref-type="table"}). To improve the sensitivity of our RT-PCR for measuring *stx* in complex samples, we compared detection of *stx* in enrichments of soil, water, lettuce and fecal samples inoculated with strain RM1484 with and without TaqMan Environmental Master Mix (EMM; Life Tech./ABI), a mix of reagents enhancing "pathogen detection in the presence of high levels of inhibitors." EMM resulted in an improvement of sensitivity of at least one Ct unit (about 3 fold), with the most significant improvements with the most inhibitory samples of PCR, soil and fecal samples ([Table 3](#pone-0065716-t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t003

###### RT-PCR with and without Environmental Master Mix (EMM) to detect *stx* genes in environmental sample enrichments spiked with STEC.

![](pone.0065716.t003){#pone-0065716-t003-3}

  Sample Type[a](#nt107){ref-type="table-fn"}    Treatment   Samples (N)   Average CFU/mL (X10^6^) at Ct 27 (SD)[b](#nt108){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
  Soil                                             None           5                                   \>10.7 (6.7)^B^
  Soil                                              EMM           5                                    3.1 (3.0)^A^
  Water                                            None           7                                    3.8 (3.2)^A^
  Water                                             EMM           7                                    3.4 (3.2)^A^
  Lettuce                                          None           3                                    3.1 (3.7)^A^
  Lettuce                                           EMM           3                                    3.4 (4.0)^A^
  Feces                                            None           6                                   \>12.7 (7.6)^B^
  Feces                                             EMM           6                                    3.5 (3.5)^A^

Lettuce = Iceberg; Water = surface water; Feces = cattle feces. Plants and soil were collected from coded farm location F; Cattle feces were collected from coded ranch location Q. Surface water was collected locally (37.882855 N, 122.300007 W). All samples tested as STEC-negative prior to spiking.

Enrichments were spiked with 10 fold dilutions of *E. coli* O157 strain RM1484 (0--20×10^6^ CFU/mL) and subjected to RT-PCR using AmpliTaq Gold or EMM (see Methods). Each of the samples produced a Ct, except for several soil and feces samples lacking a Ct even at the highest inoculum. A Ct of 27 corresponds to the upper limit we have set for culturing enrichment samples for isolation of STEC. SD, standard deviation. Different letter superscripts designate samples with a significant difference in treatment results (P\<0.05).

Recovery of Non-O157 STEC from NT-RA and mSBA Media {#s3d}
---------------------------------------------------

O157 STEC isolates were selected from IMS beads plated on NT-RA and CT-SMAC plates. However, we noticed that numerous suspect *E. coli* colonies of colors and morphologies (as described in RA product literature; Biolog, Hayward, CA) were present often on the same NT-RA plates and, especially, those from fecal samples ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, panel B and [Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, our goal to isolate any STEC, regardless of O-type or virulence type, stimulated us to modify the initial method for non-O157 STEC ("PCR Method" only; part of M1), by adding selection of suspect colored colonies observed on NT-RA ([Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}) plated with O157-IMS beads (M1 plus this addition = M2). The benefit of including the "IMS-NT-RA" strategy is evident in [Figure 3](#pone-0065716-g003){ref-type="fig"} at enrichments with Ct values between 21 and 31 corresponding to a higher fraction of samples tested by M2 as positive with IMS-NT-RA, and enrichments with Ct values between 30 to 34, corresponding to samples positive only with IMS-NT-RA. A method supporting this approach has been published recently [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1]. Our final addition to our STEC method was plating the O157-IMS beads also on mSBA and selecting colonies with a zone of lysis ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}, Panel C) according to methods published previously [@pone.0065716-Bosilevac1], [@pone.0065716-Sugiyama1]; M2 plus this addition designates M3.

Recovery of O157 STEC by All Isolation Methods {#s3e}
----------------------------------------------

During an approximately 2.5 year survey, 2133, 6977 and 4558 samples (total = 13,668) samples were processed by M1, M2 and M3, respectively. This resulted in 1 (0.05% of samples tested), 248 (3.6%) and 114 (2.5%) O157 STEC-positive samples ([Figure 4](#pone-0065716-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The O157 STEC results are comparable for all periods, because \>99% were isolated by IMS-NT-RA, which was the same strategy for O157 in all 3 methods (occasionally, an O157 strain was isolated from C-O157 or SRBA, but in almost all cases, an O157 was isolated also from the same sample on NT-RA). Of the 363 O157 STEC-positive samples (2.7% of total samples), domestic ruminant samples were most often positive (6.6%), followed by sediment (4.0%), water from watersheds (4%) and ranches (3%), and wildlife (1.2%) ([Table 4](#pone-0065716-t004){ref-type="table"}). Twenty-six of the 37 O157-positive wildlife samples were from feral swine (70.3%); 8 were from birds (2.1%), 2 from coyotes and 1 from tule elk. The 43 O157-positive water and water-sediment samples represented 23 from watersheds, 5 from ponds or irrigation ditches on a produce farm, and 12 from surface water or water trough well sources on a livestock ranch ([Table 4](#pone-0065716-t004){ref-type="table"}). Only 1 soil sample from a produce farm was O157-positive. Nine additional O157-positive "soil" samples were from dry cattle ranch pasture soil.

![Incidence of O157 and non-O157 STEC in samples processed by M1, M2 and M3.\
Samples were processed over a 2.5 year period by M1 (IMS and NT-RA for O157 only+plating enrichment with Ct \<26 for stx on C-O157), M2 (M1+ picking suspect STEC from NT-RA), M3 (M2+ mSBA).](pone.0065716.g004){#pone-0065716-g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t004

###### Comparison of samples positive for O157 STEC and non-O157 STEC by M1, M2 and M3 at corresponding sequential periods.

![](pone.0065716.t004){#pone-0065716-t004-4}

  Sampling period(Method)                 Source[a](#nt109){ref-type="table-fn"}      Samples (N)                O157 (N)                           Non-O157 (N)              O157 and/or Non-O157 (N)   O157 (% )   Non-O157 (%)
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ -------------------------- ----------- --------------
  **Apr--08 to Oct--08 (M1)**                       Domestic ruminants                    152                       0                                    15                              15                0.00          9.87
                                                         Wildlife                         410                       1                                    28                              29                0.24          6.83
                                                           Soil                           715                       0                                    0                               0                 0.00          0.00
                                                         Produce                          712                       0                                    1                               1                 0.00          0.14
                                                      Water (ranch)                       25                        0                                    5                               5                 0.00          0.00
                                       Water (farm)[b](#nt110){ref-type="table-fn"}       57                        0                                    0                               0                 0.00          0.00
                                                    Water (watershed)                      0                        0                                    0                               0                 0.00          0.00
                                                         Sediment                         62                        0                                    2                               2                 0.00          3.23
                                                       All sources                       2,133                      1                                    51                              52                0.05          2.39
  **Jul--08 to Jan--10 (M2)**                       Domestic ruminants                   2,135                     193                                  684                             877                9.04         32.04
                                                         Wildlife                        1,593                      23                                  115                             138                1.44          7.22
                                                           Soil                          1,200      10[c](#nt111){ref-type="table-fn"}                   11                              21                0.83          0.92
                                                         Produce                         1,056                      0                                    7                               7                 0.00          0.76
                                                      Water (ranch)                       220                       7                                    36                              43                3.18         16.36
                                                       Water (farm)                       158                       0                                    13                              13                0.00          8.23
                                                    Water (watershed)                     324                       11                                   42                              53                3.40         12.96
                                                         Sediment                         291                       4                                    39                              43                1.37         13.40
                                                       All sources                       6,977                     248                                  948                             1196               3.55         13.59
  **Jan--10 to Nov--11 (M3)**                       Domestic ruminants                   1,677                      70                                  730                             800                4.17         43.53
                                                         Wildlife                        1,199                      13                                   93                             106                1.08          7.76
                                                           Soil                           535                       0                                    0                               0                 0.00          0.00
                                                         Produce                          694                       0                    7[d](#nt112){ref-type="table-fn"}               7                 0.00          1.01
                                                      Water (ranch)                       93                        3                                    19                              22                3.23         20.43
                                       Water (farm)[b](#nt110){ref-type="table-fn"}       29                        0                                    7                               7                 0.00         24.14
                                                    Water (watershed)                     244                       12                                   36                              48                4.92         14.75
                                                         Sediment                         87                        16                                   13                              29                18.39        14.94
                                                       All sources                       4,558                     114                                  905                             1019               2.50         19.86
  **Apr--08 to Nov--11 (M1+M2+M3)**                 Domestic ruminants                   3,964                     263                                 1,429                           1,692               6.63         36.05
                                                         Wildlife                        3,202                      37                                  236                             273                1.16          7.37
                                                           Soil                          2,450                      10                                   11                              21                0.41          0.45
                                                         Produce                         2,462                      0                    16[d](#nt112){ref-type="table-fn"}              16                0.00          0.65
                                                      Water (ranch)                       338                       10                                   60                              70                2.96         17.75
                                       Water (farm)[b](#nt110){ref-type="table-fn"}       244                       0                                    20                              20                0.00          8.20
                                                    Water (watershed)                     568                       23                                   78                             101                4.05         13.73
                                                         Sediment                         440                       20                                   54                              74                4.55         12.27
  **Total**                                            All sources                      13,668                     363                                 1,904                           2,267               2.66         13.93

Domestic ruminant samples includes cattle, alpaca, goat. Soil, designates soil next to leafy green plants predominantly. Water (ranch), designates samples of standing water or trough water on a livestock ranch. Water (farm), designates irrigation, standing or creek/stream water on a leafy greens produce farm. Water (watershed), designates water from the Salinas River and tributaries and other watershed sites with public access.

Water (farm), designates farms growing leafy greens.

Nine of the 10 O157 positive samples were isolated from very dry soil collected in a cattle ranch pasture.

Five of the non-O157 STEC-positive produce samples were identified by screening by M3 additional suspect colonies from a sample of the saved frozen TSB enrichment broths.

The average results presented in [Figure 4](#pone-0065716-g004){ref-type="fig"} for comparison are by sampling period and method, but it should be noted that different numbers and types (e.g. sources, species, ranches/farms) of samples are represented in each period. For instance, the relatively poor O157 recovery by M1 may simply reflect the low number of cattle samples tested (n = 152) compared to M2 (n = 2000) and M3 (n = 1524) during this period.

Recovery of Non-O157 STEC by All Isolation Methods at Corresponding Sampling Periods {#s3f}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Samples processed for non-O157 STEC occurred in three sequential periods corresponding to the addition of a second step (period 2/M2: isolation from O157 IMS NT-RA) and addition of mSBA (period 3/M3). Again, the modifications of methods were to increase the probability of isolating non-O157 STEC strains of any type. The results are presented by sampling period and method for comparison, but it is important to note that different numbers and types (e.g. sources, species, ranches/farms) of samples are represented in each period, precluding any strong statistically significant comparisons of the results between methods. Nevertheless, the incidence of non-O157 STEC increased with each modification to M1. M1, M2 and M3 resulted in 2.4%, 13.6% and 19.9% overall incidence of non-O157 STEC, respectively (average for all methods = 13.9%) ([Table 4](#pone-0065716-t004){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 4](#pone-0065716-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Domestic ruminants had the highest incidence of STEC increasing from 9.9% with M1 to 32.0% and 43.5% incidence with M2 and M3, respectively. Wildlife, water and sediment samples processed by M2 and M3 resulted in significant incidence of non-O157 STEC ranging from 7.2% to 24%.

We processed 4,507 samples by our final prototype method (M3) involving RT-PCR for *stx*, plating *stx*+ enrichments (Ct \<27) on C-O157 and plating O157-IMS beads on both NT-RA and mSBA. Of the samples processed by M3, feces and cloacal swabs represented 63.6% (2867/4507) of the samples; approximately 58.5% of the fecal samples were from domestic ruminants and the remainder were from wildlife. The remaining samples were 694 leafy green produce (15.4%), 535 soil (11.9%), 315 water (7.0%) and 87 sediment (1.9%) samples. Overall incidences of non-O157 STEC by M2 and M3 were much higher than by M1 (13.6 and 19.9 versus 2.4, respectively), and incidence by M3 was higher for several sample types (domestic ruminants, water samples, sediment) compared to M1 and M2.

Colony Color and Morphology on NT-RA and C-O157 are Indicators of Non-O157 STEC {#s3g}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Colonies of different colors and morphologies were observed on indicator media, as noted in manufacturer-provided product information. Multiple STEC strains of 8 O-types in our collection were monitored for colony color on C-O157 and NT-RA ([Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#pone-0065716-t005){ref-type="table"}). All of the STEC O45 and O91 strains tested, and several O113 and O121 strains, failed to grow on NT-RA. The O-types assessed had characteristic colony color, including *E. coli* O157 strains. However, the predominant colony color for an O-type was not displayed uniformly on C-O157, often due to colony density on the plates. These changes involved different colors on the perimeter of the colony (O26, O45, O91, O103, O121), in colony centers (O111), and sometimes morphology differences (e.g. halos for O45) or swarming appearance (O113). In contrast, strain growth and colony morphology were more uniform on NT-RA. STEC O103 and O111 did not vary on NT-RA. Despite the predominant colony color for each O-type, a few strains of STEC O26, O113, O121, O145 and O157 displayed different colors on these media and were confirmed as specific O-types ([Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 5](#pone-0065716-t005){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t005

###### Comparison of O-types and colony colors among STEC.

![](pone.0065716.t005){#pone-0065716-t005-5}

                                                     Number of isolates by O-type[a](#nt113){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                        
  -------------- ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------- ------- -------- -------- -------- ------- ------- --------
  C-O157                        pink                              A[b](#nt114){ref-type="table-fn"}                                    1                        0        0       0        0        0        0       0     **37**
  C-O157               blue w/white perimeter                                     B                                 **40** [c](#nt115){ref-type="table-fn"}     0      **5**     0        0      **18**   **5**     0       0
  C-O157               blue w/pink perimeter                                      C                                                    1                        0        0     **17**     0        0        0       0       0
  C-O157          blue, white perimeter, blue halo                                D                                                    0                      **10**     0       0        0        0        0       0       0
  C-O157                     turquoise                                            E                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        1        1       4       0
  C-O157              bluish turquoise, swarmy                                    F                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        6        0       0       0
  C-O157                 pink w/blue center                                       G                                                    0                        0        0       0      **12**     0        0       0       1
  C-O157                white w/blue center                                       H                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        0        0     **7**     0
  NT-RA                        purple                                             I                                                 **38**                      0        0       0        0        0        0       4       0
  NT-RA                    bluish purple                                          J                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        0        0       0       1
  NT-RA                         pink                                              K                                                    1                        0        0       0        0        6        2       2       0
  NT-RA                        violet                                             L                                                    1                        0        0       0        0        0        0       0       0
  NT-RA                     grayish pink                                          M                                                    0                        0        0     **17**     0        0        0       0       0
  NT-RA                      steel gray                                           N                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        0        0       0     **35**
  NT-RA                    grayish purple                                         O                                                    1                        0        0       0        0        0        0     **7**     0
  NT-RA                     grayish blue                                          P                                                    1                        0        0       0      **12**     0        0       0       0
  NT-RA                 white w/gray center                                       Q                                                    0                        0        0       0        0        0        0       0       2
  NT-RA                      no growth                                                                                                 0                      **10**   **5**     0        0      **19**   **4**     0       0
  Total number                                                                                                                        42                        10       5       17       12       25       6      11       38

Serotyped STEC isolates were streaked for single colonies on C-O157 or NT-RA and colony morphology of each were categorized into groups based on both color and colony shape.

Letter designation refers to [Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}.

Boldface numbers indicate most common colony characteristics for each O-type on the indicator agar.

Identification of Virulence Genes in STEC Isolates {#s3h}
--------------------------------------------------

All of the O157 and non-O157 STEC isolates were characterized by PCR for a set of genes correlated with virulence ([Table 6](#pone-0065716-t006){ref-type="table"}). The *stx*2 gene was more frequent than *stx*1 in both O157 (97% to 40%) and non-O157 STEC (74% to 63%), but 37% and 35% of O157 and non-O157 STEC isolates contained both *stx*1 and *stx*2, respectively. Hemolysin genes (*hlyA* in non-O157 or *ehxA* in O157) were detected frequently in O157 (99%) and non-O157 (79%) isolates. Intimin (*eae*) was present in 100% of the O157 insolates, but in only 25% of the non-O157 isolates. Also, *eae* was present in only 8.2% of the STEC isolates from produce samples (all were non-O157) compared to ≥23% for all other sample types (\>1.5 SD from the mean). Comparison of non-O157 isolates from other domestic ruminant and wildlife feces indicated no significant differences in incidence of these virulence genes.

10.1371/journal.pone.0065716.t006

###### Incidence of virulence genes in all O157 and non-O157 STEC isolates[a](#nt116){ref-type="table-fn"}.
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  Number of O157 STEC isolates (% of total)                                                                                                                                                                        
  ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------- -----------------
  Domestic ruminants[c](#nt118){ref-type="table-fn"}            541              200 (37)          522 (96)                                   181 (33)                                   541 (100)      54 (100)       541 (100)
  Wildlife (feces)                                              40                22 (55)          40 (100)                                    22 (55)                                   40 (100)       40 (100)       40 (100)
  Wildlife (swabs)                                              12                 0 (0)           12 (100)                                     0 (0)                                    12 (100)       12 (100)       12 (100)
  Soil                                                           5                5 (100)           5 (100)                                    5 (100)                                    5 (100)        5 (100)        2 (40)
  Produce                                                        0                 0 (0)             0 (0)                                      0 (0)                                      0 (0)          0 (0)          0 (0)
  Water[d](#nt119){ref-type="table-fn"}                         60                35 (58)          60 (100)                                    35 (58)                                   60 (100)       60 (100)        59 (98)
  Sediment                                                      12                8 (67)           12 (100)                                    8 (67)                                    12 (100)       12 (100)       12 (100)
  Total                                                         670              270 (40)          651 (97)                                   251 (37)                                   670 (100)      670 (100)      666 (99)
  **Number of Non-O157 STEC isolates (% of total)**                                                                                                                                                                
  **Sample source**                                     **Total recovered**   ***stx*** **1**   ***stx*** **2**   ***stx*** **1/** ***stx*** **2** [a](#nt116){ref-type="table-fn"}   ***sub*** **A**   ***eae***   ***ehx*** **A**
  Domestic ruminants                                           2,590            1,605 (62)        1,944 (75)                                  962 (37)                                   754 (29)       577 (23)      2,103 (82)
  Wildlife (feces)                                              304              246 (81)          245 (80)                                    97 (32)                                    91 (30)        76 (25)       219 (72)
  Wildlife (swabs)                                              49                13 (26)           47 (96)                                    5 (10)                                     5 (10)         26 (53)        18 (37)
  Soil                                                          20                5 (25)            19 (95)                                    4 (20)                                     3 (15)         5 (25)         8 (40)
  Produce                                                       60                25 (41)           47 (77)                                    12 (20)                                    34 (56)        5 (8.2)        48 (79)
  Water                                                         187              120 (64)          101 (54)                                    36 (19)                                    29 (16)        94 (50)       150 (80)
  Sediment                                                      74                62 (84)           46 (62)                                    34 (46)                                    15 (20)        28 (38)        63 (85)
  Total                                                        3,284             2076 (63)         2449 (74)                                  1150 (35)                                  931 (28)       811 (25)       2609 (79)

Represents isolates saved after screening a larger number of isolates by stx-PCR, O-typing ELISA, MLVA and ompA sequencing. Data from this characterization facilitated selection of isolates to represent those from an individual sample and minimize replication of strains from a sample. STECs isolated by all 3 methods are included.

Both *stx*1 and *stx*2 present in the same strain.

Cattle, alpaca, goats.

Isolates from any water sample are included.

Factors Affecting Recovery of STEC {#s3i}
----------------------------------

The data obtained from processing thousands of samples during a 2.5 year period revealed a number of factors associated with the sensitivity of recovery of STECs. For example, overnight courier transport of samples from Salinas field sites to our lab (a distance of approximately 160 km) for sample processing occasionally took 1--3 days longer than the 1 day for the majority of samples. All soil, produce and water samples were processed one day after sample collection. In contrast, 484 (11%), 16 (0.4%) and 3 (0.07%) fecal samples were processed 2, 3 or 4 days after sampling, respectively. The 6% and 27% of the total samples positive for *E. coli* O157 or non-O157 STEC, processed one day after sampling, was significantly greater than 0.6% and 14% of samples delayed in processing and positive for *E. coli* O157 or non-O157 STEC, respectively, (P\<0.001). We processed some samples after similar storage/shipping conditions in the laboratory by inoculating *E. coli* O157 at 4 CFU into 15 STEC-negative cattle fecal samples (negative for STEC by PCR and culture), holding samples on ice for 0, 1, 3 and 7 days and processing by the IMS isolation method. *E. coli* O157 was recovered from 86, 93, 60, and 66% of the samples, respectively, indicating an approximately 30% loss of viability and/or recovery with \>1--2 days delay in sample processing.

Culture Bias {#s3j}
------------

Our method for isolating non-O157 STEC involved parallel procedures designated as "PCR method" (with C-O157) and "IMS method" (with both NT-RA and mSBA) ([Figure 1](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Although the three methods (M1, M2, M3) were not tested with the same samples obtained at the same time, samples processed by M3 provided comparison of the efficiency of isolation of non-O157 STEC from the same samples on the three media yielding STEC. The data summarized in [Figure 5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"} illustrate that 377, 112 and 110 samples were positive only on NT-RA, C-O157 and mSBA, respectively. Only 56 samples were positive on all 3 media ([Figure 5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"}, "RBC") and \<90 of the 4160 samples tested on all 3 media were positive for STEC on any 2 media ([Figure 5:](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"} "BC" = 81, "RB" = 67, "RC" = 77). The results indicating possible differences in the fitness of some strains on different media ("culture bias").

![Venn diagram of samples positive for non-O157 STEC by NT-RA, C-O157 and mSBA.\
The enrichment broths for 4,160 samples (sampling period Jan -- Oct 2010) were processed by M3 corresponding to plating on C-O157 (PCR method; "C"), NT-RA agar (IMS method; "R") and mSBA (IMS method; "B"). The figure shows the number of samples that were positive for non-O157 STEC on only 1 of the 3 media (R, C, B) and any combination of the 3 media (BC, RB, RC, RBC).](pone.0065716.g005){#pone-0065716-g005}

Virulence Genes {#s3k}
---------------

To determine the virulence profile of strains isolated from different media ([Figure 5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"}), O-types and virulence genes of STEC strains from each medium were assessed by PCR ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). O-types O26, O103, O111, O145 and O157 were isolated more frequently from IMS on NT-RA compared to the PCR method (no IMS, C-O157); conversely, O45, O91, O113 and O128 O-types were isolated more frequently from C-O157 and mSBA (P\<0.001). Non-O157 STEC strains untypable by our typing assays (ELISA and PCR) were isolated at a similar proportion by the three methods. However, the most significant differences in strains from NT-RA, mSBA and C-O157 media were virulence gene incidence ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Strains of the *stx* subtypes were detected at different proportions from RA, mSBA and C-O157 media ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). *stx1c*-, *stx2b*- and *stx2g*-positive strains were isolated only from C-O157, and *subA*-positive strains predominantly from mSBA. Strains positive for *eae* ("adhesion"), *ent*, *espK*, *espN*, *katP*, *nleA*, *nleB*, *nleE*, or *nleH1--2*, were isolated predominantly, or only, from NT-RA. The higher proportion of *hlyA*-positive strains from mSBA was consistent with blood hemolysis as a selection criterion. These results indicate a significant bias in the virulence profile of strains isolated from NT-RA, mSBA and C-O157 ([Figures 5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Virulence genes and O-antigen genes in a subset of STEC strains.\
A subset of strains isolated by the final prototype method (M3; all media) was analyzed by PCR as described previously (Quinones et al, 2012, Frontiers). This provided an opportunity to compare the types of strains isolated from samples exposed to all three media used for isolation of non-O157 STEC.](pone.0065716.g006){#pone-0065716-g006}

Seasonal Incidence of O157 and Non-O157 STEC in Cattle, Feral Pigs and Water Samples {#s3l}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

During the 2.5 year sampling period, the incidence of O157 in cattle was significantly higher in the summer months of July through October (P = 0.008, [Figure 7A](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}). Although O157 in feral pigs was not seasonal significantly, the monthly incidence of O157 in feral pigs correlated with that of O157 in cattle (r = 0.62, P = 0.032), due primarily to the increased incidence in feral pigs during July, August and October. In contrast, non-O157 STEC incidence in cattle and feral pigs failed to show any significant seasonality ([Figure 7B](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}). However, non-O157 STEC from feral pigs correlated with the monthly non-O157 STEC from water (r = 0.70, P = 0.033). Additionally, O157 correlated with non-O157 STEC values in water (r = 0.87, P = 0.001) and both were significantly higher during the months of January, February and March (P = 0.028) with higher monthly rainfall totals (r = 0.61, P = 0.033 and r = 0.80, P = 0.005, respectively). O157 and non-O157 STEC in cattle (r = −0.32, P = 0.36) and in feral pigs did not correlate (r = −0.17, P = 0.66). O157 and non-O157 STEC in other wild animal feces was too low, or sampled too intermittently, to yield significant results of seasonal variation (data not shown). Non-O157 STEC incidence in soil and produce samples was too low also (\<0.5%) to yield significant seasonal data.

![Seasonal isolation of O157 and non-O157 STEC from cattle, pig and water samples.\
The fractions of cattle, feral pig or water samples positive for at least one O157 (A) strain are shown for different months of the year. Each point represents the average fraction of positive enrichments, processed by the IMS method, for each month over a 30-month period from April 2008 until October 2010. Numbers adjacent to each point are the number of samples represented. Monthly rainfall averages are the average of 4 weather sites during the 30 month period (see Methods). Similarly, fractions of cattle, feral pig and water samples positive for a least one non-O157 STEC (B) and monthly rainfall totals are shown for a 10 month period (Jan 2010-- Oct 2010) from the same 4 weather sites used in panel A. Letters to the left of the plots indicate significant (P\<0.05) correlation between those plots with the same letter designation.](pone.0065716.g007){#pone-0065716-g007}

Phylogenetic Comparison of O157 STEC Strains by an 11-loci MLVA {#s3m}
---------------------------------------------------------------

One of the goals of this study was to measure point sources of STEC and potential transport processes relevant to produce contamination. [Figure 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the diversity of O157 STEC strains and the locations and sources associated with the strain MLVA types. The trees in the two panels are identical, but the colored nodes and sectors represent the different farm/ranch codes ([Figure 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"}, Panel A) or sources (Panel B) of the samples yielding O157 STEC. O157 STEC genome strains EDL933 and Sakai have been included as a comparison of MLVA type to the study strains.

![Phylogeny of O157 STEC by 11-loci MLVA.\
A minimal spanning tree was constructed of 278 MLVA types representing the O157 STEC strains isolated by M3. Node size indicates the relative number of isolates of that type; i.e. the smallest size node represents a single strain of that type. The nodes are color-coded by farm/ranch site code (Panel A) and by sample source (Panel B). Human clinical isolates EDL933 and Sakai are included for comparison only.](pone.0065716.g008){#pone-0065716-g008}

The 670 O157 STEC isolates typed by 11-loci MLVA represent 278 different MLVA types. MLVA types 572, 778, 770 and 524 correspond to 47, 33, 31 and 19 isolates, respectively, and were predominately from cows at two locations (locations J and Q, [Figure 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"}). This is seen as largest nodes in the trees, corresponding to multiple O157 STEC positive cattle samples collected on the ranches, usually, on the same day (Panel B, green). This result is consistent with the large number samples tested from multiple ranches and the high incidence of O157 STEC on some ranches ([Figure 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"}, Panel A).

Three large nodes at the top of the Panel A tree represent multiple strains of the same MLVA type isolated predominantly from cattle (Panel B) at location Q, but with a few strains of the same type isolated also from feral pigs at the same or other locations (smaller sectors). There are four smaller nodes representing strains isolated from three or five locations (Panel A) from combinations of cattle, feral pig, water and sediment samples (Panel B). These results suggest routes whereby strains could move by wildlife or water between locations.

Phylogenetic Comparison of Non-O157 STEC Strains Based on 7-loci MLVA and *ompA* Sequencing Typing {#s3n}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 9](#pone-0065716-g009){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the diversity of non-O157 STEC strains isolated by M3 based on combined MLVA and *omp*A sequence data. Cattle represent the largest number of STEC strains and strain diversity by MLVA-*omp*A. However, multiple nodes are evident with up to 7 different sources represented (e.g. Panel A, top: alpaca, cattle, coyote, deer, feral pig, sediment and water). There are numerous MLVA-*omp*A nodes with both cattle and feral pig STEC represented (Panel A; green and red sectors), suggesting co-mingling of these animals or exposure to similar sources. Similarly, there are numerous MLVA-*omp*A nodes representing matching STEC strains isolated from multiple farm/ranch locations (Panel B). For example, one MLVA-*omp*A type was isolated from 12 different locations (Panel B, top; same node representing 7 sources in Panel A). There are 33 MLVA-*omp*A types that were isolated from at least four different farm/ranch locations. The diameter of some of the nodes indicates multiple strains of that type isolated either on the same day or on different days. Some types are highly related by single or double tandem repeats (i.e. adjacent nodes in the trees), but, overall, the data reflect the diversity and dissemination of STEC in this region.

![Phylogeny of non-O157 STEC by 7-loci MLVA and *omp*A sequence analysis.\
A minimal spanning tree was constructed of 286 MLVA/*ompA* types representing the non-O157 STEC strains isolated by M3. Node size indicates the relative number of isolates of that type; i.e. the smallest size node represents a single strain of that type. The nodes are color-coded by farm/ranch site code (Panel A) and by sample source (Panel B). Human clinical isolates RM12844 and RM12856 (OregonPublic Health, 2010) and RM14735 (Germany Fenugreek Outbreak strain, MA Dept. Public Health 2011) are included for comparison only.](pone.0065716.g009){#pone-0065716-g009}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Modifications of the Initial STEC Isolation Method {#s4a}
--------------------------------------------------

We processed a large and diverse set of environmental samples over a 2.5 year period from 55 ranches, farms and watershed sites in Monterey and San Benito counties of California with sequential versions of our method (M1, M2, M3). An effective method for recovery of STEC strains will depend upon the complexity of the microflora in the sample. To isolate potentially any STEC from a diverse variety of sample types requires a robust method for isolating strains resistant to selection factors and a non-selective approach for isolating potentially important strains that are sensitive to selective methods. Our approach, to add both selective and non-selective methods, was fortuitous considering that some STEC strains were recovered only by non/less-selective methods. We compared methods for isolation of non-O157 STEC by testing a subset of the samples in parallel by the current and modified methods; increases in positive samples were evident. A variety of colonies on NT-RA with distinctive colors were *stx*-positive ([Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Recent publications have reported results consistent with this observation [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], [@pone.0065716-Tillman1]. The use of mSBA has been reported recently as effective in isolation of non-O157 STEC from ground beef and meat samples [@pone.0065716-Bosilevac1]. Thus, we added this step as the third and final variation of our method (M3). It is important to note that every sample (\>13,500 samples) was enriched and tested by O157-IMS beads plated on two selective/indicator media with antibiotics (NT-RA and CT-SMAC) for isolation of O157:H7 strains. Therefore, O157 STEC data can be compared independent of the methods for isolation of non-O157 STEC.

The culture enrichment step is important for isolating STEC. An optimal enrichment medium facilitates rapid growth of any STEC and limits growth of other microflora that can confound identifying STEC. TSB provides an effective and economic medium for efficient enrichment of all STEC strains we have tested. Comparison of TSB with other enrichment media (e.g. Rapid Check and Lactose Broth) supported using TSB ([Table 2](#pone-0065716-t002){ref-type="table"}) and the results obtained were consistent with those reported previously [@pone.0065716-Verstraete1], [@pone.0065716-Tzschoppe1]. Dry soil and leafy green samples are stressful environments for enteric bacteria due, probably, to lack of moisture, nutrients and competing microflora, necessitating steps to resuscitate injured cells [@pone.0065716-Stephens1]. Therefore, the use of antibiotics or other selective agents at this critical step may be counter-productive, especially for isolation of a wide range of non-O157 STEC [@pone.0065716-Verstraete1], [@pone.0065716-Tzschoppe1], [@pone.0065716-Kanki1]. Indeed, approximately 85% of our non-O157 STEC strains isolated from environmental samples on non-selective media (mSBA and C-O157) were unable to grow on selective media (data not shown).

The results of spiking different environmental sample types with O157:H7, including stressed O157:H7 cells isolated from very dry soil, indicated that detection sensitivity, generally, was below 10 CFU per enrichment sample. These results are similar to the sensitivity reported previously for isolation methods for meat and feces [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], [@pone.0065716-Verstraete1], [@pone.0065716-Fedio1]. Increasing the enrichment incubation time did not improve sensitivity, consistent with the work of Ogden et. al. [@pone.0065716-Ogden1]. The only exception to the 10 CFU per enrichment sensitivity was a group of fecal samples that contained large amounts of suspended material that appeared to be associated with poor recovery of IMS beads. We speculate that particles in the fecal sample bind hydrophobically to beads, causing beads to be repelled from the wall of the tube and limiting capture of the beads by the magnet [@pone.0065716-Parham1].

Detection of *stx2* Genes in TSB Enrichment Cultures {#s4b}
----------------------------------------------------

Our initial non-O157 STEC isolation method (M1) relied on detection of *stx* genes in TSB enrichment culture before plating on C-O157. Many PCR methods have been designed for high throughput detection of *stx* (RT multiplex) [@pone.0065716-Grys1], [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], [@pone.0065716-Auvray1], [@pone.0065716-Blanger1], [@pone.0065716-Chassagne1], [@pone.0065716-Guion1], [@pone.0065716-Ibekwe1], [@pone.0065716-Jinneman1], [@pone.0065716-Nielsen1], [@pone.0065716-Pavlovic1], [@pone.0065716-Perelle1], [@pone.0065716-Reischl1], [@pone.0065716-Schuurman1], [@pone.0065716-Sekse1], [@pone.0065716-Sharma1], [@pone.0065716-Yang1], [@pone.0065716-Yoshitomi1], but few have been tested for detection of *stx* in primary enrichment cultures [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], [@pone.0065716-Auvray1], [@pone.0065716-Chassagne1], [@pone.0065716-Ibekwe1], [@pone.0065716-Sharma1]. Indeed, none of the reported methods was designed to detect all of the known *stx* types, probably, due to the divergence of the *stx*2 family, in addition to the lack of association of some of the *stx*2 types with clinical illness, outbreaks or even isolation from human feces [@pone.0065716-Friedrich1], [@pone.0065716-Feng1]. For example, the most divergent *stx2* type, *stx*2f, is isolated most frequently from avian species and detected rarely in human feces [@pone.0065716-Schmidt1]. Nevertheless, our method was developed to detect and recover as many STEC as possible from agricultural/environmental samples for the purpose of source tracking, regardless of their clinical significance.

Sensitivity of *stx* Detection by PCR of Enrichments {#s4c}
----------------------------------------------------

The sensitivity of the multiplex PCR reaction was evaluated by inoculation of *E. coli* O157 into STEC-negative enrichments of feces, soil, produce and water samples. These enrichments contained complex microflora typical for these sample types. In sample types without any enrichment of the added *E. coli* O157, *stx* was detectable at 3.5×10^6^ CFU/mL. This level of sensitivity was achieved only after eliminating the effect of PCR inhibitors, in soil and feces especially, by filtration and/or using a commercial supplement (EMM, see methods). This sensitivity is less than the sensitivities of 10^3^--10^4^ CFU/mL reported for other PCR methods [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], [@pone.0065716-Auvray1], [@pone.0065716-Chassagne1], [@pone.0065716-Ibekwe1], [@pone.0065716-Sharma1], some with complex enrichments. *E. coli* O157 spiked into our enrichments at 10^3^ CFU/mL were also detectable, but the Ct values were over 30 (data not shown). TSB enrichment broth is non-selective, thus many non-target bacteria are present, sometimes as high as 10^9^ CFU per mL (data not shown). Therefore, the chance of recovering non-O157 STEC isolates on a non-selective medium such as C-O157 by random picking of colonies is low. However, *E. coli* colonies on C-O157 plates were blue \>80% of the time ([Figure 1, center panel](#pone-0065716-g001){ref-type="fig"} A and [Figure 2](#pone-0065716-g002){ref-type="fig"}), thus picking only blue colonies facilitated isolating STEC. Nevertheless, we determined that success in isolation of non-O157 STEC from samples yielding a *stx*-PCR value \>Ct of 27 was low, based on experience with thousands of samples. The rate of non-O157 STEC recovery with Ct values of 27 was \<10% ([Figure 3](#pone-0065716-g003){ref-type="fig"}). As a comparison, pure STEC isolates produced Ct values of 16--18, indicating the STEC cell concentration in a "Ct = 27″ enrichment, theoretically, was less than 0.1% of total cells (a Ct change of 3.3 is roughly equivalent to a 10 fold change in template concentration).

The sensitivity of the *stx* multiplex PCR between enrichments varied. For example, *E. coli* O157 RM1484 added to enrichments of soil and feces often resulted in no amplification of the *stx* genes ([Table 3](#pone-0065716-t003){ref-type="table"}). Enrichments even with \>2×10^7^ CFU of *E. coli* O157 RM1484 per mL (10^5^ CFU per PCR reaction) were undetectable for *stx* occasionally. Washing the cells in the enrichments by a centrifugation step prior to boiling failed to eliminate inhibitors (data not shown). Five logs of cells alone in control reactions were sufficient to produce a Ct of 17, indicating the presence of PCR inhibitors in soil and feces interfering with amplification. Although we determined that PCR inhibitors could be decreased or eliminated using a DNA extraction and purification kit from one of several manufacturers, the cost and time commitment necessary were deemed prohibitive for a large study. However, a significant improvement in sensitivity of the *stx* PCR with enrichment broths was achieved by the addition of EMM (Life Tech., ABI), thus facilitating efficient identification of enrichments for subsequent plating on C-O157 ([Table 3](#pone-0065716-t003){ref-type="table"}).

Culture Bias for Non-O157 STEC Recovery from Different Media {#s4d}
------------------------------------------------------------

Anti-O157 antibody on commercial magnetic beads may be quite specific for O157 antigen, but the diverse types of non-O157 colonies on NT-RA, including non-O157 *E. coli*, made it evident that other bacteria were bound to the beads ([Table 5](#pone-0065716-t005){ref-type="table"}) [@pone.0065716-Tomoyasu1]. Antibody specificity may decrease in complex enrichment broths due to changes in ionic strength, microflora or other unknown factors. A potential advantage of this non-specificity is that other types of STEC can be isolated from the same samples by different media/methods, thus, providing a multi-pronged strategy for robust isolation of non-O157 STEC in environmental samples. For example, different culture methods appeared to enhance recovery of specific O-types ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The "PCR method" recovered O45, O91, O113 and O121 STEC from C-O157 plates more frequently compared to the "IMS method" with NT-RA. In contrast, the IMS method ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}, "NT-Rainbow") recovered O26, O103, O111 and O145 STEC more frequently than the PCR method. These O-types represent four of the five non-O157 STEC O-types most frequently associated with HUS [@pone.0065716-Karmali1], [@pone.0065716-Bielaszewska2].

Virulence Gene Profile of STEC Isolated by PCR and IMS Methods {#s4e}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 670 O157 strains isolated by our method, all were typical H7 by PCR (*fliC* ~H7~-positive) and positive for the intimin (*eae*) gene. A large percentage of the O157 strains (97--99%) also contained *stx2* and *hlyA*. It is significant that no non-H7 or non-*eae* ^+^ O157 strains were isolated despite the fact that they have been isolated previously from animals, surface water, food and humans throughout the world [@pone.0065716-Tth1], [@pone.0065716-Feng2]. It is possible that there is a very low incidence of these atypical O157 in our sampling region or they are not easily recognizable by our methods. This result is consistent with only typical O157:H7, *eae* ^+^ strains isolated in our previous study of the same watershed [@pone.0065716-Cooley1], but is in contrast to H7-negative O157 strains isolated in a similar study in Mexico using a similar IMS procedure [@pone.0065716-AmzquitaLpez1]The Mexico O157 strains were determined to be *stx*-negative, but positive for *eae*.

The distinct serotype differences in the non-O157 STEC isolated by the IMS and PCR methods stimulated us to compare the virulence gene profiles of the non-O157 STEC isolated by the two methods. The O-types isolated corresponded to the presence of several important virulence genes (e.g. *eae*) detected by the IMS-method more frequently than the PCR-method. Furthermore, the frequency of isolation of *eae*+ strains from IMS-plated bacteria on mSBA was the same as the PCR method (i.e. no IMS), but was approximately 5-fold lower than recovery from IMS beads plated on NT-RA, indicating the difference is not due to IMS alone (data not shown).

These results confirm that STEC strains have differential fitness on these media. This can result from sensitivity to antibiotics in selective media, nutrient preferences or microflora overgrowth. For example, only 20% of our produce isolates (n = 12) were recovered by IMS on NT-RA; however, they were all *eae* ^+^ isolates ([Table 6](#pone-0065716-t006){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Previous reports confirm, however, that intimin-negative STEC can be virulent [@pone.0065716-Toma1], [@pone.0065716-Galli1], [@pone.0065716-Paton1]. Indeed, a recent, large outbreak in Germany associated with fenugreek sprouts was caused by an *eae*-negative O104 STEC that was hypervirulent based on the significantly high level of HUS [@pone.0065716-Frank1]. This suggests that other attachment factors substitute for intimin. For example, the gene for the autoagglutinating adhesion, *saa* ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}), was present in strains of the O45 and O113 O-types, which were isolated preferentially by our PCR-method [@pone.0065716-Quinones1].

The reason(s) for apparent "culture bias" related to O-types and virulence factors is unclear, but probably involves fitness differences on NT-RA and C-O157 due to ingredients selective for certain STEC or, alternatively, the lack of ingredients beneficial to growth of certain non-O157 STEC. Another factor we considered to explain this "bias" was antibodies on the IMS beads other than anti-O157 that might bind outer surface antigens on STEC. However, a sample of the antibody provided by the manufacturer and tested in SDS-PAGE immunoblotting assays with a set of STEC did not reveal any significant binding to surface molecules other than O157 LPS (data not shown). Although additional parallel experiments will be required to clarify the mechanisms contributing to culture bias, the results emphasize the value of using multiple media and approaches for robust detection and isolation of non-O157 STEC.

STEC O-types Isolated from Environmental Samples {#s4f}
------------------------------------------------

Despite the fact that our culture method was effective with diverse sample types (e.g. water, livestock and wildlife feces, soil, plants), it is unlikely that public health and regulatory laboratories would adapt them currently, because these labs are focusing their efforts currently on specific non-O157 STEC accounting for \>80% of clinical illness [@pone.0065716-Johnson1]. For example, specific IMS beads have been developed commercially for enhancing the efficiency of isolating O26, O103, O111 and O145 strains [@pone.0065716-Verstraete1], [@pone.0065716-Bonardi1]. We tested these commercial reagents in an experiment with complex enrichments of a group of environmental samples inoculated with specific O-type STEC and did not observe significant improvement in STEC isolation compared to the O157-IMS beads (data not shown). This may be due to the complexity of the microflora and inhibitors present in our non-meat environmental samples. Most of the clinically relevant O-types in our study were isolated with O157-IMS beads plated on NT-RA, however, it remains possible that our strategy lacking O-type-specific IMS analogous to the O157 method decreases the efficiency at recovering some O-types ([Figures 4](#pone-0065716-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"}). O-types exhibited colony morphology differences similar to those noted by Fratamico et. al. with NT-RA [@pone.0065716-Fratamico1], but varied more than observed for the "top 6 O-types" ([@pone.0065716-Fratamico1]; and [Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). A recent report on isolation of the "top 6″ STEC O-types from ground beef [@pone.0065716-Tillman1] uses NT-RA modified to contain approximately 5-fold less tellurite and half the novobiocin of a previous USDA FSIS method, but the addition also of cefixime plus acid treatment of the IMS beads before plating are modifications necessary probably for isolation of relevant STEC strains not recoverable by the USDA FSIS previous method.

Summary of the Incidence of STEC in Environmental Samples {#s4g}
---------------------------------------------------------

Our goal for the study described in this report was to develop a robust method for isolating, as efficiently as possible, both O157 and non-O157 STEC strains from multiple sources relevant to outbreaks and recalls in a major leafy greens production ecosystem. The farm and ranch locations are blinded for the results of this preliminary analysis for reasons of confidentiality. A more comprehensive and detailed statistical analysis of STEC incidence, genotyping data and field data (e.g. climate conditions, irrigation and production practices, distance from livestock, cow/calf details, riparian zones, etc.) to determine matches of strains (based on MLVA for both O157 and non-O157 STEC and PFGE for O157) to outbreaks (predominantly O157) and patterns of STEC incidence and movement related to agricultural practices, will be presented in a future report (manuscript in preparation).

Characterization of non-O157 STEC strains by O-type ELISA and PCR revealed evidence of culture bias, but also the advantage of using different media and strategies for efficient isolation of non-O157 STEC from complex environmental samples representing diverse hosts, matrices and microflora. We are unaware of any other reports that have surveyed by a comparable strategy a broad range of STEC from multiple types of complex environmental samples rather than spiking studies with a limited set and less diverse reference strains. A disadvantage of our survey with modified methods used at different periods is that comparing results is not possible with high statistical significance. However, the results provide evidence of improvements in sensitivity for recovering STEC and differences in the types of strains cultured best by each method. Isolation of diverse types of STEC strains is critical for microbial source tracking, outbreak epidemiology and incidence of virulent STEC in the environment and food [@pone.0065716-Mandrell1].

A summary of the results obtained for all three methods shown in 1 ("M1+M2+M3") indicates that domestic ruminants are often positive for STEC (6.6% O157, 36% non-O157). Water sources ranged from 8.2% of samples positive on produce farms to 17.8% on ranches. The incidence of STEC in wildlife was similar regardless of method ([Table 4](#pone-0065716-t004){ref-type="table"}; 6.8--7.8%); *stx*, *subA*, *eae* and *ehxA* genes were present at levels similar to livestock ([Table 6](#pone-0065716-t006){ref-type="table"}). Considering the large number of wildlife samples tested (3,202) from a variety of species (e.g. deer, elk, feral pig, small mammals, birds), an incidence of STEC of approximately 7% overall points to other means of transport from ranches and/or watersheds to produce on farms.

The 110 samples positive for non-O157 STEC only with mSBA ([Figure 5](#pone-0065716-g005){ref-type="fig"}, "B") are consistent with higher incidence of STEC with M3 ([Figure 4](#pone-0065716-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 6](#pone-0065716-t006){ref-type="table"}). The incidences of non-O157 STEC for each method (M1, M2, M3) are not easily comparable because of different samples analyzed at sequential periods, but comparison of results obtained with our final STEC method (M3) for the last period of the survey (Jan to Oct, 2010) indicates potential seasonality of O157 STEC incidence in cattle ([Figure 7](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}, panel A: Jul-Oct). These results are consistent with trends in seasonality described from a survey of cattle at beef processing facilities in 2001--2002 and other studies of STEC [@pone.0065716-BarkocyGallagher1], [@pone.0065716-Arthur1], [@pone.0065716-Bonardi2], [@pone.0065716-Synge1], [@pone.0065716-Ogden2]. It is intriguing that the incidence of O157 STEC in feral pigs during summer and fall months correlated generally with incidence in cattle ([Figure 7](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}, panel A); feral pig activity was speculated as a risk in the 2006 O157 STEC outbreak associated with baby spinach, which started in August of that year [@pone.0065716-Jay1]. In contrast, non-O157 STEC incidence in cattle was stable overall relative to sampling month (with an exception of July), ranging from approximately 30 to 65%; correlation to incidence in feral pigs was minimal ([Figure 7](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}, panel B).

The average O157 incidence in cattle reflects the incidence on 6 of the 10 ranches included in the study with two of the ranches (J and O) accounting for 73.8% and 16.7% of the positives, respectively (data not shown). The ranch having the highest O157 STEC incidence in cattle was sampled on 14 different dates between Jul-2008 to Oct-2010; Jul-08, Jul-09 and Oct-10 resulted in 38%, 35% and 39% of the samples tested being positive. The second ranch was positive on only 1 of 10 sampling dates, but 90% of the samples were positive on that date. In contrast, multiple cow samples on all 10 ranches were positive for non-O157 STEC on at least one date, and usually multiple dates, at incidence levels ranging between 15--80%, but lacked any seasonal correlation (data not shown). These results confirm that most ranches in this region have low incidence of O157 STEC, but a relatively stable and frequent incidence of O157 STEC was detected on one ranch and a transient high incidence was detected on another ranch. These results will be evaluated with field data acquired during the study and presented in a future report.

The overall incidence of both O157 and non-O157 STEC in water samples was highest during spring months corresponding to the highest rainfall ([Figure 7](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}, Jan-Mar), but with minor O157 spikes in Aug and Oct, is consistent with the incidence we reported previously for *E. coli* O157 in the Salinas Valley watershed in 2005--2006 [@pone.0065716-Cooley1]. We noted a positive correlation between non-O157 STEC incidence in feral pigs and watershed samples, possibly indicating an impact of fecal shedding on surface water contamination ([Figure 7](#pone-0065716-g007){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, O157 and non-O157 STEC incidence levels in either cattle or feral pig feces indicated that animals positive for O157 do not correlate with the possibility that they carry other STEC serotypes.

Source Tracking of O157 STEC Strains by 11-loci MLVA {#s4h}
----------------------------------------------------

The O157 STEC strains isolated are diverse corresponding to a large number of different nodes seen in [Figure 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"}. Many of the small nodes adjacent in the tree represent single tandem repeat differences in a single locus. Frequently, this difference is within the Vhec1 locus, which is the most variable locus in our MLVA method [@pone.0065716-Cooley1], [@pone.0065716-Cooley2]. The numerous single color nodes reflect strains isolated from only one location (Panel A), and a large number of diverse strains from one location (Panel A, Location J) and from one source (Panel B, cattle).

A comparison of O157 STEC MLVA data from this study to our larger, internal O157 STEC MLVA database consisting of \>1100 different MLVA types revealed matches to human strains associated with at least four outbreaks reported by CDC (see [@pone.0065716-HyytiaTrees1] for other CDC MLVA and PFGE O157 outbreak-related comparisons). We became aware of these links to outbreaks because of *XbaI* and *BlnI* profiles submitted to CDC PulseNet [@pone.0065716-Ribot1] matching profiles of clinical strains for at least four different previous and/or ongoing outbreaks. We obtained clinical strains associated with three outbreaks (CDC outbreak designations 0609mlEXH-2, 0704mEXH-1c, 0809MIEXH-1c) and they either were identical, or highly related, by 11-loci MLVA to strains collected in this study (data not shown). Matching strains corresponding to three of the outbreaks associated with leafy greens, or suspected leafy greens in 2006, 2007 and 2008 were isolated from a bird, cows, and a watershed and a coyote, respectively. Four of the outbreaks occurred at periods consistent with harvests from the survey region suggesting that the environmental strains are spatially and/or temporally relevant to these outbreaks.

Source Tracking of Non-O157 STEC Strains by 7-loci MLVA-ompA Typing {#s4i}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

All of the isolates confirmed as non-O157 STEC were typed by 7-loci MLVA-*omp*A method for the purpose of identifying potential point sources and patterns of movement. The non-O157 STEC strains are diverse phylogenetically, and some were present at multiple locations ([Figure 9](#pone-0065716-g009){ref-type="fig"}, Panel A) and sources (Panel B). The largest nodes shown in [Figure 9](#pone-0065716-g009){ref-type="fig"} (i.e., multiple strains of that MLVA-*omp*A type) reveal that many of the strains isolated from \>5 locations (Panel A) were isolated from cattle ranches (Panel B, green sectors). These results are consistent with previous studies of the incidence of non-O157 STEC in cattle and beef products [@pone.0065716-Bosilevac1], [@pone.0065716-Hussein1]. Also, at least 10 of the large nodes shown in Panel B represent strains isolated from cattle on multiple ranches and feral pigs on at least one of the ranches ([Figure 9](#pone-0065716-g009){ref-type="fig"}, Panel B, green and red sectors). Although it is not possible from these data to determine how cattle and feral pigs were first exposed to the non-O157 STEC strains, it is logical to assume from these results that co-mingling of cattle and other wildlife occurs, leading to the spread of the microflora (Panel B) [@pone.0065716-Jay1]. Many of the wildlife species positive for O157 (bird, coyote, elk, feral pig) or non-O157 STEC (bird, coyote, deer, elk, feral pig) roam long distances, emphasizing the potential transport of STEC to produce.

Other factors relevant to risk assessments of STEC in this environment are the quantity (i.e. concentration in sample, amount of sample) and virulence of these STEC strains ([Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}). We did not measure the concentration of STEC in each sample, because, previous experience revealed that the concentration usually is well below the level of detection by direct plating. Occasionally, we did detect very high-shedding cows (\>10^6^ cfu/g feces) and a couple relatively high-shedding feral pigs (\>10^4^ cfu/g feces) by direct plating of samples we suspected as being high concentrations based on almost pure O157 STEC colonies from enrichment broths plated on NT-RA. Animals shedding high levels of pathogenic strains are relevant epidemiologically, because they are responsible probably for the predominance of some strains in the environment ([Figures 8](#pone-0065716-g008){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#pone-0065716-g009){ref-type="fig"}). Predominant strains that are highly virulent also would be probable candidates for links to foodborne outbreaks [@pone.0065716-Matthews1]. *E. coli* O157:H7 strains linked to outbreaks associated with bagged leafy vegetables are part of a phylogenetically distinct group ("clade 8″) causing severe illness [@pone.0065716-Manning2]. Therefore, high-shedder animals and STEC strain fitness and/or virulence ([@pone.0065716-Teunis1] and [Figure 6](#pone-0065716-g006){ref-type="fig"}) are important factors in the epidemiology of STEC in food production environments and foodborne outbreaks.

We developed a robust method for isolating STEC during a large survey of environmental samples. A comparison of the STEC incidence results by the three versions of the method revealed evidence of culture bias and the value of multiple culture strategies. Characterization of different types of STEC provides data that are valuable for future studies of the epidemiology of STEC in food production environments and the biology of STEC fitness and virulence. A robust method will be useful especially for investigation of recalls or outbreaks traced to this important agricultural region.
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